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Assumptions about populist success

When?  Economic crisis or downturn

Where? Areas most affected by economic

downturn 

Who?    Blue collar workers

Why?    Relative deprivation/ realistic conflict



No evidence of a correlation between economic conditions and populist voting!!!
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When?

“The increase in 

negative sentiment 

over the last two 

years does not 

appear to be 

linked to economic 

concerns.”



“The vote share of minor parties has been rising since 

2007. The minor party vote is mostly a protest vote against 

the major parties: a vote for ‘anyone but them’. 

“Economics alone is less important. The largest increase in 

support for minor parties in Australia came during a period 

of strong wages growth and stable inequality.” 

Grattan report, 2018



Where?: Most affected by crisis









• Some evidence

• At times we see over-representation of white, male, 
uneducated, blue collar voters

• Some studies revealed a link between unemployment and 
populist/nativist voting

• Some parties  (e.g. Republikaner, Lega) began as blue-collar 
movements (Betz, 1993)

Who?



• Dorlingen (2016): 
two-thirds of those 
turning out to vote 
were middle-class. 

• Of those two-thirds 
voted ‘Leave’. 

Who voted for Brexit?



Who voted for Trump?



• “A more powerful explanation for the rise in the minor party vote 
is that some voters want to ‘take back control’ in a world where 
the direction and pace of change aren’t to their liking. The 
pervasive sentiment is that ‘things aren’t what they used to be’. 
Minor party voters identify with the norms, values, and ways of 
life of ‘traditional Australia’. These sentiments are more prevalent 
in regional Australia.” 

• “Some minor parties have been effective in tapping into these 
sentiments, particularly concerns that immigration is a threat to 
the Australian way of life and that regional Australia is being left 
behind.”

• (Grattan Institute, 2018) 

WHY?: Rapid social change 



• Brexit slogan: “Take back control”

• Trump slogan: “Make America great again”

• (Grattan Institute, 2018) 

WHY?: Rapid social change 



• “One Nation voters are particularly pessimistic. A third of 
One Nation voters disagree with the statement that 
‘Australia is a land of economic opportunity where in the 
long run hard work brings a better life’. 

• A similar proportion are ‘very pessimistic’ about 
Australia’s future.” 

• (Grattan Institute, 2018) 

WHY?: Rapid social change 



WHY?: Rapid social change 



“Across the postindustrial regions of Western 
Europe and North America, white working class 
people sense that they have been demoted 
from the center of their country’s 
consciousness to its fringe. And many feel 
powerless in their attempts to do something 
about it” (p. 139)

WHY?: Rapid social change 



What can policy 
makers/politicians do?

Be mindful of:

• Support for right wing populism may be found at other 
times, in other places and among another segment of 
society than were we expect it. 

• Address concerns about loss of power and voice 
(economically, politically and culturally)


